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Introduction
3 Dimensions and national franchise eager to continue providing
everything that serves the commercial franchise sector and provide opportunities for brands, investors and entrepreneurs to
always beneﬁt from the meeting platforms, which are a bridge
that connects everyone and opens new opportunities.
We found after Covid 19 we have to continue with our franchises
exhibitions that we organize and started with new edition proportional to the virtual exhibition that is considered the ﬁrst in the
Middle East and specialized in franchises
As 3 Dimensions aim for the exhibition to be held continuously, it
gathers the grantors of international and local brands, suppliers,
developers, legal consulting, lectures and ﬁnancing companies,
and it is characterized by the ease of participation that helps a
lot of exhibitors to participate from all over the world.
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Head of the exhibition
It will be very important to live a new virtual journey in the world of Franchise, which is a world that
carries with it the spirit of adventure and the love of success and is considered a school in real entrepreneurship through which you can start if you are looking for inspiration in your career in entrepreneurship
and we have been keen through our experiences in this sector, We help in opening doors and drawing
the road map since the beginning of our journey in commercial franchise, successfully expanding and
spreading this is what we seek for all project pioneers by helping them in making brands, characteristic
from which they can proceed.

Exhibition Targets
1- The direct meeting between the grantor and the investor
2- An opportunity for entrepreneurs to take advantage of the
franchise environment and obtain a successful brand
3- Helping entrepreneurs to launch their brands towards the
franchise
4- Meeting with developers and consultants to beneﬁt from
their expertise
5- Providing ﬁnancing opportunities for entrepreneurs and
providing full ﬁnancial facilities through banking
partnerships
6- Participating the largest number of international and local
partnerships
7- Holding lectures and beneﬁting from the participating
experiences
8- Contract business deals and take advantage of investment
opportunities
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Virtual tour
1- Registering to participate as a visitor or as a
participant
2- The exhibition in which all participants are from
local and international brands
3- Suppliers equipped for projects
4- Funding agencies
5- Various lectures
6- Consulting ﬁrms
7- Sponsors and supporters of the exhibition
8- The evaluation that interests us in the development

International brands in all sectors and activities
Local brands in all sectors and activities
Suppliers and project processing
Investors with commercial sites
Owners of investment opportunities to search for partners
Finance companies and banks
Legal and consulting oﬃces
Identity development companies
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